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The Foundational Presuppositions

• Revelation

• Inspiration

• Objectivity

• Rationality

• Simplicity

• Truth

• Authority

• Sufficiency



The Primary Arguments for 
Expository Preaching & Teaching

1. The Nature of 
Inspiration

2. The Role of the One 
Who Speaks for God

3. The Examples of 
Scripture



The Basic Definitions

1. Topical

2. Textual

3. Expository



Expository Teaching:  
the Essential Elements

• Biblical text

• Careful 
exegesis author’s 
original intent

• Literal, contextual 
interpretation

• Clear, orderly 
presentation of original 
intent & application



The Process of 
Expository Preaching & Teaching

• Exegesis – studying the 
text of Scripture

• Exposition – preparing 
an expository message



Exegesis

• Identify the Passage

• Survey the Context

• Identify the Theme

• Analyze the Syntax

• Survey the Historical 
Context

• Analyze the Key Words

• Establish the 
Theological Context

• Consult the 
Commentaries

• Meditate on the 
Passage



Identify the Passage 
“One unit of thought”

• Book

• Section

• Chapter

• Paragraph*

• Sentence or verse

• Phrase

• Word or words

• Topic



Survey the Context

• Read the book

• Research the 
background

• Immerse in the 
paragraph

• Goals:
Author & audience

Book’s theme/purpose

Immediate context



Identify the Theme

• Foundational

• Tentative

• Only one!

• How?
Directly Stated

Words/concepts repeated

Context

• Write it out!



Analyze the Syntax

• The relationship of 
clauses, phrases, & 
words

• Syntactical display or 
block diagramming

Shows flow of paragraph

Highlights author’s 
primary points





Romans 3:21-24

But now 
the righteousness of God has been manifested

apart from the Law 
being witnessed by the Law and the Prophets

even the righteousness of God 
through faith in Jesus Christ 
for all those who believe

for there is no distinction
for all have sinned 
and fall short of the glory of God

being justified 
as a gift 
by His grace 
through the redemption 

which is in Christ Jesus



Survey Historical Context

• Deals with the historical 
circumstances, either:

Author’s
Narrative’s

• Sources
Outside the Bible

– Encyclopedias
– Bible dictionaries
– Other history texts
– Internet

The Bible Itself



Analyze the Key Words

• Identify significant words
Key in the passage
Frequent in the book or author
Major biblical word

• Determine their meaning
Other biblical uses

Greek/Hebrew Dictionaries

Theological Wordbooks
Synonyms, related words in 
context, antonyms



Establish 
Theological Context

• Identify theological issues in 
the passage

• Study that concept in 
Scripture/other sources

• Determine what must be 
explained for the passage to 
be clear



Consult the Commentaries

• Proper Use
Models
Difficult passages
Protection from error

• Warnings
No substitute for study
Not final authority
Choose carefully
Ignore conjectures



Exposition:

Creating an 
Expository 

Message



Exegesis is never an end in itself. Its purposes 

are never fully realized until it begins to take into 
account the problems of transferring what has 

been learned from the text over to the waiting Church. 
To put it more bluntly, exegesis must come to terms 
with the audience as well as with what the author 

meant by the words he used.

Walter C. Kaiser

Understanding 
the Role of Exegesis



Preaching an expository message involves far more
than standing in the pulpit and reviewing the high
points, details, and components unearthed through

research. Neither a word study nor a running
commentary on a passage is, in itself, an expository

sermon. An expository sermon does more than simply
explain the grammatical structure of a passage and 

the meanings of its words.

John MacArthur



The task of the expository preacher is to take the mass 
of raw data from the text and bridge the gap 

between exegesis and exposition.
John MacArthur



A Summary of the Process

• Writing the proposition

• Structuring the message

• Building the body

• Creating logical flow

• Writing Intros and Conclusions

• Formatting your notes



Exegesis

Theme

Syntactical Structure

Historical, grammatical detail

Expository Message

Proposition

Outline

The Body of the Message

Exegesis to Expository Message



Writing the Proposition

• Sermon reduced to one 
sentence

• Theme of passage

• Form:  timeless truth

• Concise & clear



The Necessary Components 
of a Proposition

• A Concise statement of the 
timeless truth of the 
passage

• An interrogative
• A transitional sentence

Links the proposition & 
the main points
Includes a key word—a 
plural noun



Structuring the Lesson:  
the Main Divisions

• Principles for creating 
Reflect syntactical analysis
Have a textual basis
Grow out of the proposition 
Define the key word
Contain no overlap
Show progression
Be limited in number
Parallel
Timeless principle form
Reflect syntactical display

• Process
Identify grammatical divisions
Summarize main sections 
Reword exegetical outline



Structuring the Lesson:  
the Types of Outlines

• Directives – imperative

• Statements/questions –
indicative 

• Markers of the text

• Plain style



Building the Body of the Message

• Explanation

• Argumentation

• Illustration

• Application



Explanation
“this is what it says & what it means”

• From context

• From syntax

• From word studies

• From historical data

• From theological issues



Argumentation
“this is why you should believe it”

• Primary tools

Scripture
– Exegetical detail

– Parallel passages

– Supporting passages

Logic

Authorities
– Commentaries

– Systematic Theologies

– Church History

– Quotations from 
Expositors



Illustration
“this is what it looks like”

“Only a combination of vanity and blasphemy could 
convince a man that the matter [of illustrating the 

truth] was beneath his notice”

W. E. Sangster



The Misuse of Illustrations

• Manipulate the emotions

• Relate an interesting story 

• Pad a poorly prepared 
message

• Get a laugh



The Legitimate Use of Illustrations

Illustrate—comes from a 
Latin word meaning “to 
let the light in”

• Clarify the truth

• Humanize the truth

• Emphasize the truth



The Presentation  of an Illustration

• Make the point

• Transition to illustration

• Illustrate

• Transition to audience

• Restate or review the point



The Best Source of Illustrations

Scripture Itself

The teaching text itself
Cross references

• NASB
• Treasury of Scripture 

Knowledge
• Torrey’s Topical 

Textbook



The Pitfalls of Illustrations

• Using the same kind

• Announcing the illustration 

• Undermining your credibility

• Using yourself constantly

• Appearing to reveal 

confidences

• Embarrassing others

• Presenting inaccurate 

information



Application
“this is what you should do with it”

Preaching is essentially a personal encounter, in which
the preacher's will is making a claim through the truth
upon the will of the hearer.  If there is no summons,

there is no sermon.

John A. Broadus



The Guiding Principles of Application

• Flow from authorial intent

• Suited to the audience

• Placed where best suited 

to text



The Definition of Application 
(from John Broadus)

• Focusing the claims of 
truth

• Suggesting ways and 
means

• Persuading to vital 
response 



Sources for Application

• The text itself

• Your own spiritual 

experiences

• Observation of the culture 

Observation of your 

people

• Commentaries and other 

resources



Creating a Logical Flow

Transition may be formally defined as both the act 
and means of moving from one part of the sermon to 
another, from one division to another, and from one 

idea to another. Transitions are to sermons what 
joints are to the bones of the body.  They are the 

bridges of the discourse, and by them the preacher 
moves from point to point.

John A. Broadus



The Purposes of a Transition

• Emphasis

• Movement 

• Logic

• Introduction



The Components of a Transition

• A brief review statement 

• A transition word

• A question or statement 

re: next point

• The key plural noun



The Introduction

• Must be designed to:

1. Secure interest
2. Create a need
3. Introduce the theme

• Should be written out



The Conclusion

• Objectives

1. To summarize the 
message; review passage 
theme and major divisions

2. To apply the truth; aimed 
at the will of the listener



The Conclusion

• Other Issues:

Written out

Unannounced

No new material

An appeal to 
unbelievers to repent



Formatting Your Notes

• Form

• Volume

• Paper Size

• Highlighting/underlining
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Delivery



Delivery Defined

• In Lectures on Preaching Phillips Brooks defined 
preaching as the communication of divine truth 

through human personality.

• Martin Lloyd-Jones defined preaching as “a 
proclamation of the truth of God as mediated through 

the preacher.”



The Primary Principles

A. Clarity
Single theme
Simple Outline
Transitional Statements
Clear Words & Plain Grammar

B. Enlargement
C. Passion
D. Authority

Godly Character
Authorial Intent
Second-Person 
Supporting Passages



Delivery:
The Specific Components

• Voice – variety in pitch, 
volume, and intensity

• Gestures – natural and 
enlarged

• Eye contact – balanced view 
of audience

• Appearance – clean, 
appropriate, undistracting

• Audience participation—
varies by venue



A Summary of Delivery

“Be natural; forget yourself; be so absorbed in what 
you are doing and in the realization of the presence 
of God, and in the glory and the greatness of the 
Truth that you are preaching . . . that you forget 

yourself completely . . . .  Self is the greatest enemy 
of the preacher, more so than the case of any other 
man in society.  And the only way to deal with self is 

to be so taken up with, and so enraptured by, the 
glory of what you are doing, that you forget yourself 

altogether.”

Lloyd-Jones



Reviewing the 
Process



• Identify the passage

• Survey the context

• Identify the theme

• Analyze the syntax 
(block diagram)

• Survey the historical 
context

• Analyze the key words

• Establish the 
theological context

• Consult the 
commentaries

• Meditate on the 

passage

Exegesis 



• Proposition

• Expository outline

• Building the body of 
the message

Explanation

Argumentation

Illustration

Application

• Creating a logical flow 

with transitions

• Writing introductions 

and conclusions

• Formatting your pulpit 

notes

Expository Message



















“Whoever speaks, 

let him speak, as it were, 

the utterances of God”

(1 Peter 4:11).


